
 The most popular beer in Peru made with 100% 
barley and saaz hops. 

cusqueñaN¥ 800 
golden lager  　　　　        

corona   ¥ 700N      
Corona is a premium beer, classic and authentic, 

recognized worldwide for its high quality,  
refreshing taste and image. 

tecateN ¥ 860 

Tecate is a Mexican Golden Lager with a light,  
delicate balance and a delicious aroma of  malt  

and hops and a golden colour hue. 

cusqueña quinuaN¥ 930N      
quinoa beer 

Made with products of  the best quality: pearl quinoa,  
selected malted barley, corn, hints of  orange and 

peach, hops and natural pure water,  
giving it a unique aroma and flavour. 

Try it! 

cerveza latina�

Latin beer 

cusqueña negraNM860 
dark lager  　　　　        

Made from malted and toasted barley that 
give it a fine aroma and an exact sweetness. 

pilsen callaoN860 　　　　        
Pilsen Callao, Peru's oldest beer,   

has the perfect balance of  hops that 
maintains the simple, reliable and aromatic 

flavor typical of  a Pilsner beer. 



bebidas 
drinks 

soft drinkNN 
orange juice 
apple juiceN    
coke 
ginger ale                          �N 

  

¥ 400 
¥ 400 
¥ 400 
¥ 400 

olong tea                              
black tea                         ����������������
hot coffee              
ice coffee                         

  

¥ 400 
¥ 450 
¥ 450 
¥ 450 

inca kola   ¥ 550	
The golden Kola.  
Peru’s most famous soda drink.  
It has a sweet flavour and  
a bright yellow colour.  

chicha morada  ¥ 550 
Sweet Peruvian soft drink  
made from purple corn. Mixed with fruits 
and a hint of  lemon that gives it a very 
refreshing flavour. 

cassis orange       
cassis oolong NNNN�
cassis soda  NNN   
fuzzy navel         
peche soda           
peche oolong                

cocktails     ¥680   

high ball  
tequila high ball 
tequila coke 
tequila sunrise             
lemon sour 
lime sour 

shochu       N 
 

on the rocks 
with water 
with hot water                                                               NNN 

 

¥ 500 

wine  
 

glass red / white         

  

¥ 600 

umeshu       N 
 

on the rocks 
with sodaNN 

 

¥ 500 

beer 
 

draft     (asahi super dry)　                             ¥ 680 
 

non alcohol     (asahi dry zero) 																																		NNM¥ 580 

peach oolong NNNMMMMNNNN       
peach orange 
peach sodaNN 

non alcoholic cocktails     ¥680  

mango soda 
mango orange             NMMMMMMMM     



pisco sourNNK¥ 900	
	

Number	one	pisco	cocktail.		
Pisco,	lemon	juice,	and		

egg	whites.	With	a	dash	of	
Angostura	bi=ers	that	

	gives	it	a	touch	of	spiciness.	

pisco 

pisco on the rocks 
 
pisco with hot water	

¥ 720 	
 
¥ 720	

pisco morado  ¥ 850	
 

Pisco,		
purple	corn	juice		
“chicha	morada”	

&		
lemon	juice.	
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chilcano bar  

all ¥880  
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